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CHAPEL HILL APPROVES AD DISCLAIMER FOR BUSES

 Town Council for Chapel Hill adopted a new bus advertising policy
that accepts religious, political and social issues ads for the Chapel Hill Transit Buses, according to The Herald-Sun. The buses are going to have disclaimers
printed on them that let riders know that the views expressed in the ads on the buses are not of the town or the bus system. Roger Stancil, the town manager,
sent the disclaimer in an email to the members of the town council. The disclaimer reads as follows “Advertising on this bus raises revenue to offset cost to
the rider and does not reflect the views of the Town of Chapel Hill or Chapel Hill Transit." The interim director of Chapel Hill Transit, Brian Litchfield, noted
that the disclaimers on the buses are currently being printed and that they will put on the buses sometime this week or next week. “They will be on all of the
buses that we sell ads on,” Litchfield said. “We’re trying to make it clear that any message not specifically sponsored by the Town of Chapel Hill or Chapel Hill
Transit is not endorsed by or the opinion of the town or Chapel Hill Transit.” The advertising policy for the town's transit system has come to the forefront
since a controversial ad was purchased and then placed on buses this past summer by the Church of Reconciliation. The ad from the church urged the United
States to stop the military aid being sent to Israel. The debate throughout the community about the ad ended last week when the town council approved its
new advertising policy that permits social issue, religious and political ads to appear on the buses for the town. The policy allows the transit buses to be viewed
as limited public forums instead of designated public forums. If the transit buses were used as a designated public forum, the officials from the transit
department would have been able to accept almost all types of advertisements. Ads that can be banned by transit officials includes ones that are appear to
misleading, false, disrespectful or deceptive. The town and the transit department could face legal issues in the coming weeks as the American Freedom
Defense Initiative, which is pro-Israel, could purchase ad slots to publish its ad that describes Muslim jihadists as 'savages.' The executive director for the
American Freedom Defense Initiative is Pam Geller and she sued to have the ads run on city transit operations in New York and Washington, D.C. Geller has
dropped hints that she will sue Chapel Hill if it does not permit the ad on its buses.

 


